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Introduction 

As defined in [1], intrusion detection is “the process of 

monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or 

network and analyzing them for signs of intrusions, defined as 

attempts to compromise the confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, or to bypass the security mechanisms of a computer 

or network”. 

In a computer network, there are two main intrusion 

detection systems - Anomaly intrusion detection system and 

misuse intrusion detection system. The first one is based on the 

profiles of normal behaviour of users or applications and checks 

whether the system is being used in a different manner. The 

second one collects attack signatures, compares behaviour with 

the collected attack signatures and signals intrusion when there 

is a match [2].  

System with characteristics such as impreciseness, 

vagueness and ambiguity make the system more complex. If 

these characteristics can be represented correctly then the 

understanding of complexity will be less.  Fuzzy logic is a 

useful tool to represent the ambiguity present in the data set. On 

other hand the network intrusion data set is ambiguous and does 

not have clear boundary between anomaly and normal 

connections.  In this work, fuzzy logic is proposed to represent 

the soft boundary present in the data set. The fuzzy rule based 

system is designed to address this problem [1][3][4]. Earlier the 

fuzzy rules are created from the knowledge of domain expert.  

Today, with more and more computers getting connected to 

public accessible networks (e.g., the Internet), it is impossible 

for any computer system to be claimed immune to network 

intrusions. Since there is no perfect solution to prevent 

intrusions from happening, it is very important to be able to 

detect them at the first moment of occurrence and take actions to 

minimize the possible damage. Before data mining techniques 

are introduced into this field, intrusion detection was heavily 

dependent on a manually maintained knowledge base which 

contained signatures of all known attacks. Features of monitored 

network traffic were extracted and then compared with these 

attack signatures. Whenever a match was found, an intrusion 

was claimed to be detected and it was reported to the system 

administrator. Due to the difficulty and expense to manually 

maintain the knowledge base to reflect the ever changing 

situations, it was not feasible to continue working in this 

traditional way. Therefore now systems are developed to learn 

from the collected data. The remaining part of the paper is 

organized as follows. The Section 2 deals with related work and 

Section 3 presents the proposed work. Experiment and results 

are discussed in Section 4. The Section 5 discusses the 

conclusion. 

Related Work  

In [5] authors collected profile of the network and 

constructed a intrusion detection algorithm. In [6] the authors 

proposed to develop dynamic fuzzy boundary from labeled data. 

In this work, a dynamic fuzzy boundary is proposed to detect 

anomaly connections. The boundary is developed using SVM 

and Fuzzy Logic. In [7] authors proposed hybrid model based on 

fuzzy logic and neural network. In [8] authors developed an 

algorithm using Artificial Neural Networks with fuzzy 

clustering. In[9][10] the Mamdani fuzzy model is applied for 

zooming function for digital camera and Permeability detection 

of skin respectively. In [11] authors discussed about designing 

fuzzy controller to detect anomaly based connections. However 

exploring fuzzy model to detect network intrusion is very few. 

In this paper, a fuzzy model is proposed to detect anomaly.  

Proposed Algorithm 

The new version of KDD data set NSL-KDD is publicly 

available for researchers through the website [12][13]. 

Although, the data set still suffers from some of the  problems 

discussed [12] and may not be a perfect representative of 

existing real networks, because of the lack of public data sets for 

network-based IDSs, the authors  believe that it still can be 

applied as an effective benchmark data set to help researchers 

compare different intrusion detection methods.  

The NSL-KDD [13] data set has 41 conditional attributes 

and one decision attribute.  The value of the decision attribute is 

either anomaly or normal. The features used in the algorithm are 

service ,flags ,src_bytes, dst_bytes and dst_host_serror_rate i.e. 
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5 attributes ou of  the 41 attributes.  A collection of numeric data 

is standardized by subtracting a measure of central location such 

as mean and divided by some measure of spread such as 

standard deviation [14]. 

Fuzzy Model 

The figure 3.1 shows the proposed fuzzy model which 

consists of  

i. a fuzzifier (encoder) 

ii. an inference engine (processor); and 

iii. a defuzzifier (decoder). 

i. Fuzzifier 

A fuzzifier has the function of converting (or encoding) 

input categorical or numeric data (crisp values) into fuzzy 

values. Because these values propagate through a model and 

ultimately determine the output, fuzzification is the most crucial 

procedure in fuzzy modeling. Fuzzification of input data always 

relates to a fuzzy proposition and is carried out by means of a 

membership function which can be derived either from a priori 

knowledge of a system or by using input data   

Let the connection record contains n attributes. A1 

,A2,A3,……An  be fuzzy set for anomaly class attributes 1,2 … 

and n respectively. N1 ,N2,N3,……Nn  be fuzzy set for normal 

class attributes respectively. The membership values for the 

attributes are µAi1(xi1), µAi2(xi2), µAi3(xi3)…….. µAmn(xmn) for 

anomaly class. The membership values for the attributes are 

µNi1(xi1), µNi2(xi2), µNi3(xi3)…….. µNmn(xmn) for normal class.  

For each attribute fuzzy membership function is defined as 

  (x)   =gaussmf(xij,[trn_amean,trn_astd]) 

where trn_amean and trn_astd are the mean and standard 

deviation of anomaly class and for normal class the fuzzy 

membership is defined as (x)   

=gaussmf(xij,[trn_nmean,trn_nstd])    

where trn_nmean and trn_nstd are the mean and standard 

deviation of normal class.  

 

Figure 1: Architecture of a typical fuzzy model. 

ii Inference engine 

 An inference engine is the mind of a fuzzy model. Its 

function is to filter out informational noise and create a 

synthesized fuzzy set from the individual fuzzy sets transmitted 

by the fuzzifier. In the proposed model, the average of 

membership for j
th

 feature in anomaly connection is computed 

by the following equation 

                       ayj =  

The average of membership for the j
th

 feature in the normal 

connection is computed by the following equation  

      nyi=  

now these values are mapped to the following  function  

rex1=corrcoef(trn_amean,ay)                                  

rex2=corrcoef(trn_nmean,ny) 

using the above equations, the value for rex1 and rex2 is 

computed for anomaly connection as well as for normal 

connection. 

iii Defuzzifier 

 A defuzzifier transforms the synthesized fuzzy set back to a 

crisp set, which expresses the result of modeling. It can be a 

mathematical function or a subjectively- or objectively-defined 

threshold fuzzy value. Hellendoorn and Thomas (1993) describe 

a number of criteria that an ideal defuzzification procedure 

should satisfy. The most important criterion is that a small 

change in inputs of a fuzzy model should not cause a significant 

change in output. These xi values are compared and the given 

record is assigned to a class which has maximum rex value. 

Algorithm  fuzzy_compos(  trn_amean, trn_astd, trn_nmean, 

trn_nstd, tstdataset) 

Tstdataset: testing data set has m records and n attributes 

Trn_amean: mean of anomaly class records in the training data 

set 

Trn_astd: standard deviation of anomaly class records for the 

training data set 

Trn_nmean: mean of normal class records in the testing data set 

Trn_nstd: standard deviation of normal class records in the 

testing data set 

sz1 and s2 are the number of records  and number of columns in 

the testing data set 

1. for each connection record in the testing data set 

2. for each attribute in the connection record 

a. y(i,j)←gausmf(x(i,j),[trn_amean,trn_astd]) 

b. y1(i,j)←gausmf(x(i,j),[trn_nmean,trn_nstd]) 

3. end 

4. end 

5. for i=1:sz1 

6. rex1←corrcoef(trn_amean,y(i,1:s2)); 

7. x1(i)←rex1(1,2); 

8. rex1←[]; 

9. rex2←corrcoef(trn_nmean,y1(i,1:s2)); 

10. x2(i)←rex2(1,2); 

11. rex2←[]; 

12. if (i<=anolimit) 

13. if (x1(i)> x2(i)) 

14. tp←tp+1; 

15. else 

16. fn←fn+1; 

17. end 

18. end  

19. if (i>anolimit) 

20. if (x2(i)>x1(i)) 

21. tn←tn+1; 

22. else 

23. fp←fp+1; 

24. end 

25. end 

26. end 

A confusion matrix as shown in the Table 1 is typically used to 

evaluate the performance of the algorithm. 

Table 1. Standard metrics for evaluation of intrusions 
Confusion Matrix 

(standard metrics) 

Predicted connection label 

Normal Intrusion (Anomaly) 

Actual 

connection 

Label 

normal True Negative 

(TN) 

False Alarm (FP) 

Intrusion 

(anomaly) 

False 

Negative (FN) 

Correctly  detected 

(TP) 

From Table 1, recall and precision may be defined as follows 

Precision=TP/(TP+FP)   Recall=TP/(TP+FN) 

Results and Discussion 

 In 10-fold cross-validation, the original sample is randomly 

partitioned into 10 subsamples. Of the 10 subsamples, a single 

subsample is retained as the validation data for testing the 

model, and the remaining 9 subsamples are used as training 

data. The cross-validation process is then repeated 10 times (the 

folds), with each of the 10 subsamples used exactly once as the 
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validation data. The 10 results from the folds then can be 

averaged (or otherwise combined) to produce a single 

estimation. The advantage of this method over repeated random 

sub-sampling is that all observations are used for both training 

and validation, and each observation is used for validation 

exactly once [15].  

 In the proposed work, 10-fold cross-validation is applied. 

There are only two fuzzy values (x1(i) and x2(i)) are used to 

detect whether the given connection belongs to anomaly or 

normal for the training data set, the  parameters of fuzzy 

membership functions, mean and standard deviation are 

computed. Using these parameters, the fuzzy membership for 

each attribute in the connection record is computed for testing 

data set.   For each connection record there are two set of 

member functions are assigned corresponding to the two classes. 

These values are correlated to the trained outputs. Now the 

values of output are compared. The given connection record is 

assigned a class for which the correlation has maximum value.  

Table 2 shows the result of the algorithm. 

Table 2. Algorithm using mapping to the correlation 
Run anomaly normal total fp fn tp tn Precision= 

tp/(tp+fp) 

Recall= 

tp/(tp+fn) 

1 470 529 999 36 74 396 493 0.916667 0.842553 

2 470 529 999 57 102 368 472 0.865882 0.782979 

3 470 529 999 55 83 387 474 0.875566 0.823404 

4 470 529 999 57 86 384 472 0.870748 0.817021 

5 470 529 999 51 93 377 478 0.880841 0.802128 

6 470 529 999 56 88 382 473 0.872146 0.812766 

7 470 529 999 48 81 389 481 0.89016 0.82766 

8 470 529 999 68 72 398 461 0.854077 0.846809 

9 470 529 999 64 77 393 465 0.859956 0.83617 

10 470 529 999 44 96 374 485 0.894737 0.795745 

 average       0.877737 0.818723 

Conclusion 

 In this paper, a new fuzzy model is proposed to detect 

anomaly connection. The algorithm is developed based on 

correlation in the inference stage. The precision and recall 

values are good. It infers that the proposed algorithm works in 

expected manner. The impact of the algorithm is studied with 

different membership function for the input as well as mapping 

the output. 
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